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Economic diversification
and resilience

We have had the privilege of listening to a range of people involved in hill country
farming. This article is part of a short series that provides insights on some of the
biggest sector issues our interviewees identified.
Economic diversification is thought to be a pathway that farmers can take to build
resilience. Hill country farmers are dealing with multiple crises and issues such as climate
change, global market shifts and Covid-19. Diversifying businesses and land use may
provide a pathway to reducing this uncertainty and building a more resilient future.
But what do farmers think of economic diversification?

Types of alternative income
around

all interviewees mentioned
66% ofeconomic
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“Diversifying does give you resilience.”
Representative Farmer

“Something will be up and
something will be down. It gives you
the flexibility to change enterprises.”
Representative Farmer

Forms of diversification that interviewees
identified as either already happening or as
having potential to develop:
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production
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Alternative crops

Benefits of economic diversification
Of those who mentioned economic diversification, four broad benefits emerged.
Some groups referred to particular benefits more than others.
Spreading risk/alternative income
Personal enjoyment and fulfillment
More ecologically sustainable land use
Community enhancement – employment and attracting visitors

Representative Farmers
Innovating Farmers
Other participants

(Beef+Lamb assistors, policy-makers,
service providers, observers)

Barriers to economic diversification
Desire to
diversify

Planning of
diversification

Existing business
limitations

• Information and support

Ability to carry out
new enterprise

• Market difficulties

• Risk aversion

• Time

• Motivation

• Financial constraints

• Skills and knowledge

• Challenges identity as
a sheep/beef farmer

• Geographic constraints

• Access to labour

Supporting economic diversification
Economic diversification is not a “one-size fits all” pathway to resilience.

Two strategies that may help farmers and entrepreneurs are:

Public infrastructure development

More effective land sharing arrangements

Physical and digital infrastructure improvements
in rural communities can improve viability of
diversified enterprises.

Making connections between landowners and
people with the skills and financial resources to
support diversification.

Find out more at www.hillcountryfutures.co.nz/resources
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